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This paper addresses the problem of adaptive trajectory control of space manipulators that exhibit elastic

vibrations in their joints and that are subject to parametric uncertainties and modeling errors. First, it presents a

comprehensive study of rigid and linear flexible-joint stiffness models, to propose a dynamic formulation that

includes nonlinear effects such as soft-windup and time-varying joint stiffness. Second, it develops an adaptive

composite control scheme for tracking the end effector of a two-link flexible-joint manipulator. The control scheme

consists of a direct model reference adaptive system designed to stabilize the rigid dynamics and a linear correction

term to improve damping of vibrations at the joints. Numerical simulations compare the performance of the adaptive

controllerwith its nonadaptive version in the context of a 12:6 � 12:6 m square trajectory tracking. Results obtained

with the adaptive control strategy showan increased robustness tomodeling errors anduncertainties in joint stiffness

coefficients, and greatly improved tracking performance, compared with the nonadaptive strategy.

I. Introduction

S TRUCTURAL flexibility of robot manipulators in space appli-
cations is a well-known problem, and various control strategies

have been proposed in the literature to minimize the resulting
vibrations [1–8]. In addition to link flexibility, joint flexibility is a
major detrimental characteristic of large manipulators [9]. In fact,
joint flexibility is often considered more important than link flex-
ibility, at least in the operational range of space robots [10]. Although
current space robots equipped with planetary gear trains, such as the
Space Station Remote Manipulator, can exhibit considerable joint
elasticity effects [11,12], these flexible behaviors are particularly
important in lightweight manipulators equipped with harmonic
drives [13], such as the DLR Lightweight Robot III. Harmonic drive
joint mechanisms are becoming increasingly popular for use in space
applications, due to their low weight, compactness, high torque
capability, wide operating temperature range, and reliable repeat-
ability.However, theflexibility effects of this type of gearmechanism
in the joints of robotic manipulators are significant enough to make
real-time operation challenging, particularly when accurate end-
effector positioning is required [14]. Neglecting joint elasticity
effects in control system design can also lead to instability [15]. The
impacts of joint flexibility on the control system performance of
space robotic manipulators were highlighted by Cetinkunt and Book
[16]. In addition, control schemes based on rigid models of robots
have limited or unacceptable applicability to practical situations. In
particular, since flexible-joint dynamics model does not have an
independent control input for each degree of freedom (DOF), most

control algorithms designed for rigid-joint robots do not extend to the
flexible-joint case, as explained by Ghorbel et al. [17]. Sasiadek [18]
discusses how, elastic vibration of the joints, coupled with their large
rotations and nonlinear dynamics, can also induce structural
flexibility of the links.

This paper considers the trajectory-tracking control problem
associated with flexible-joint manipulators in the presence of
parametric uncertainties and modeling errors. Most of the prelim-
inary studies of this problem are based on the singular perturbation
theory [19], under which a flexible-joint robot exhibits a two-scale
behavior. Using this theory, Spong [20,21], Ghorbel et al. [17] and
Chang and Daniel [22] developed adaptive singular perturbation-
based (SPB) controllers (also referred to as adaptive composite

controllers) consisting of a slow adaptive control term designed on
the basis of a rigid robot model and a fast control designed to dampen
the elastic oscillations at the joints. However, the controllers
proposed in these early studies were only applicable to manipulators
with weak joint flexibility effects. Ott et al. [23] verified the well-
known Slotine–Li adaptive composite controller experimentally, and
though good tracking results are achieved, the proposed strategy
relies mainly on joint torque measurements, which implies the use of
additional sensors. An adaptive composite controller for a flexible-
joint robot with uncertain parameters and constrained motion was
presented by Huang et al. [24]. Though their tracking results were
also good, the controller relies mainly on force feedback measure-
ments. Fuzzy and neural network adaptive composite control laws
have also been proposed for flexible-joint manipulators. Subudhi and
Morris [25] developed an approach in which a neural network
replaces the inverse dynamics control for the slow dynamics in order
to cope with the model uncertainties. Cao and de Silva [26] applied
neural-network-based adaptive composite control to a flexible
manipulator, which included both revolute and deployable links.

These existing adaptive composite control methodologies cope
with parametric uncertainties by identifying the unknown robot
parameters used explicitly in their control algorithm. This approach
is referred to as indirect adaptive control. For example, [26] uses
neural networks to approximate the unknown manipulator’s inertia
and Coriolis matrices used in their control law. An adverse conse-
quence of such identification procedures is the increased computa-
tional burden associated with real-time computation of unknown
parameters. This drawback could rule out the use of such adaptive
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controllers for space operations, where available computational
resources are limited.

The main original contribution of this paper is the design of a
direct adaptive controller for flexible-joint robots using themodified
simple adaptive control (MSAC) technique [27], which is a tech-
nique derived upon the simple adaptive control (SAC) methodology
[28]. Unlike existing adaptive controllers, the proposed design is an
output feedback approach that does not require identification of
unknown parameters or mathematical models of the system to be
controlled. Specifically, the adaptive controller design proposed in
this paper is based on the model reference adaptive control (MRAC)
approach and deals withmodeling errors and parameter uncertainties
by time-varying the control gains using the MSAC law, in order to
reduce the errors between an ideal model and the actual robot system.

Another deficiency of existing adaptive composite control
schemes for flexible-joint manipulators is that they have been
validated in numerical simulations using the classic Spong model
[29]. Considered the centerpiece of nearly all work in the area of
flexible-joint control, this basic dynamics formulation assumes that
each joint is modeled as a linear torsional spring of constant stiffness.
However, experimental studies [30–35] have revealed that joint
mechanisms are far more complex than linear springs and they
exhibit highly nonlinear effects. Therefore, in order to better capture
nonlinear effects observed in experiments, a comprehensive
dynamics model that simultaneously considers friction, nonlinear
stiffness, soft-windup, and inertial cross-coupling is proposed in this
paper. Both models will be used in numerical simulations to validate
the performance of the adaptive controller in the context of a 12:6 �
12:6 m square trajectory tracking by a two-link manipulator.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
derivation of a nonlinear joint model that includes the effects of

friction, soft-windup, nonlinear stiffness, and inertial coupling.
Section III reviews the SAC andMSAC control theories under which
the direct adaptive composite controller is designed. In Sec. IV, the
flexible-joint direct adaptive control design is presented, and key
technical issues are examined, including elastic vibration damping
and control gain adaptation laws. Section V consists of the stability
analysis of the proposed direct adaptive control strategy. Finally, a
simulation study in Sec. VI demonstrates the performance of the
adaptive control system compared with a nonadaptive controller in
the presence of parametric uncertainties and modeling errors.

II. Dynamic Modeling

This Section first reviews the main equations of motion of rigid-
joint robots and presents the linear joint stiffness equations ofmotion
for a two-link flexible-joint manipulator. Then, the details of the
derivation of the proposed nonlinear joint dynamics formulation are
provided. In this paper, the linear joint model will be used for the
design and preliminary validation of the adaptive controller perfor-
mance, while the nonlinear joint model will be used to assess the
robustness of the proposed adaptive control strategy to modeling
errors.

As with previous studies on the control of flexible space
manipulators [1–7], an inertially-stabilized platform (fixed base)
assumption is adopted in this work.

A. Rigid Dynamics

A typical closed form of the nonlinear dynamics of a multilink
robot with rigid joints is derived in terms of kinetic and potential

energies stored in the system by the Euler–Lagrange formulation
[36]. Given an independent set of generalized coordinates, where n is
the number of DOF of the system, the total kinetic and potential
energies stored in the rigid n-DOF system, Tr and Ur, respectively,
are defined by the Lagrangian:

L�qi; _qi� � Tr � Ur; i� 1; . . . ; n (1)

where the gravitational potential energy is omitted for space robot
applications. For a robot subjected to a generalized force �i acting on
the generalized coordinates qi, the nonlinear dynamics equations of
motion are given by

�i �
d

dt

�
@L

@ _qi

�
� @L
@qi

; i� 1; . . . ; n (2)

The kinetic energy is calculated by the following quadratic form:

Tr �
1

2

Xn
i�1

Xn
j�1

Mij _qi _qj �
1

2
_qTM�q� _q (3)

where Mij represents the components of the n � n symmetric
positive-definite link inertia matrix M�q�, and q is the link angle
vector. Hence, the Euler–Lagrange rigid-dynamics equations of a n-
DOF rigid-joint manipulator is

M �q� �q�C�q; _q� _q� � (4)

where C�q; _q� represents the centrifugal-Coriolis matrix, and �
represents the control torque vector. For the two-link robot shown in
Fig. 1, M�q� and C�q; _q� are given by [36]

M �q� � m1l
2
c1 �m2�l21 � l2c2 � 2l1lc2 cos q2� � I1 � I2 m2�l2c2 � l1lc2 cos q2� � I2

m2�l2c2 � l1lc2 cos q2� � I2 m2l
2
c2 � I2

� �
(5)

C �q; _q� � �m2l1lc2 sin q2
_q2 _q1 � _q2
� _q1 0

� �
(6)

where, for i� 1; 2, li denotes the length of link i, lci denotes the
distance from the previous joint to the center of gravity of link i, and
mi denotes themass of link i. Themoment of inertia of link i about an
axis perpendicular to the xy plane passing through the center of
gravity of link i, Ii, is given by

Ii �
mil

2
i

12
(7)

Fig. 1 Schematic of the two-link manipulator.
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B. Linear Joint Stiffness Dynamics

Similar to the rigid-joint model, the well-known dynamics
equations proposed by Spong [29] for robots with links elastically
coupled to the link actuators (i.e., the rotors of dc motors) are derived
in terms of kinetic and potential energies stored in the system by the
Euler–Lagrange formulation. In this model, each joint is modeled as
a linear torsional spring of constant stiffness, and the resulting
dynamics of flexible-joint manipulators consist of two second-order
differential equations. Because of the introduction of the elastic
coupling between themotor shafts and the links, the dynamicsmodel
has n-DOF link dynamics and n-DOF motor dynamics. The ith
flexible joint, in which the rotor is directly coupled to its link, is
shown schematically in Fig. 2. Referring to this figure, let qm be the
vector denoting the angular displacements of the motor shaft angles,
where the elastic joint vibrationvector is defined asq � qm. The joint
flexibility effect is taken into account by augmenting the kinetic
energy of the rigid-joint robot with the kinetic energy of each rotor,
which is assumed to be due to their own rotation only, and by
considering the elastic potential energy of the flexible joints. The
kinetic energy of the rotors, Te, and the elastic potential energy, Ue,
are given, respectively, by

Te �
1

2

Xn
i�1

Xn
j�1

Jmij _qmi _qmj �
1

2
_qTmJm _qm (8)

Ue �
1

2

Xn
i�1

Xn
j�1

kij�qi � qmi��qj � qmj� �
1

2
�q � qm�Tk�q � qm�

(9)

where Jm denotes the positive-definite motor inertia matrix and
where the stiffness of the flexible joints is modeled byk, the diagonal
positive-definite stiffness matrix of the joints. Combining elastic
terms with rigid-dynamics equations, the following dynamics
equations of a flexible-joint robot with revolute joints and actuated
directly by dc motors are obtained:

M �q� �q�C�q; _q� _q � k�qm � q� � 0 (10)

J m �qm � k�qm � q� � � (11)

In such a dynamics model, the link dynamics (10) and the actuator
dynamics (11) are only coupled by the elastic torque term
k�qm � q�.

C. Nonlinear Joint Stiffness Dynamics

Since the development of the linear joint stiffness model, several
experiments have been conducted to increase understanding of
flexible effects in the joints of robotic manipulators, as their accurate
modeling is key to the successful design of advanced flexible-joint
control laws. The most relevant nonlinear effects are related to
nonlinear joint stiffness. To replicate experimental joint stiffness
curves, most researchers [31,32] recommend approximating the
stiffness torque using a nonlinear cubic function, while others
suggest a simple piecewise linear stiffness curve approximation [33].

An experiment confirmed that the nonlinear cubic model better
represents nonlinear stiffness effects [34]. Therefore, in Eq. (10) the
term k�qm � q� is replaced by a nonlinear cubic function [34]:

k �q;qm��qm � q� � a1
�qm1 � q1�3
�qm2 � q2�3

� �
� a2�qm � q� (12)

Another important characteristic related to nonlinear joint stiffness
was demonstrated in experiments byKircanski andGoldenberg [30].
The authors observed that the torque-torsion characteristic is
deformed toward the torque axis in the region from 0 to 1 N �m. In
this region, the stiffness is lower due to the soft-windup effect, which
can be mathematically modeled as a saddle-shaped function, as
follows [30]:

K sw�q;qm� � �ksw
e�asw�qm1�q1�

2

0
0 e�asw�qm2�q2�

2

� �
(13)

where ksw and asw, respectively, are the diagonal positive-definite
matrix and the parameter defining the soft-windup function.

In addition to nonlinear stiffness effects, it was determined that
friction could not be neglected and must be modeled appropriately
[37]. In the literature, several models of friction in flexible-joint
mechanisms are available, most of them developed to reproduce
friction curves observed in previous experiments. In this paper, the
continuous and symmetric friction model proposed by Makkar et al.
[38] was selected. The friction model is given by [38]

f � _q� � �1�tanh��2 _q� � tanh��3 _q�	 � �4 tanh��5 _q� � �6 _q (14)

where, for i� 1; . . . ; 6, �i denotes positive parameters defining the
different friction components. Compared with other experimental-
based friction models, this specific formulation offers two advan-
tages. First, it efficiently captures major nonlinear friction effects
observed in experiments (static, kinetic, viscous, and Stribeck
friction) without involving discontinuous or piecewise continuous
functions. Indeed, most friction models are either discontinuous or
only piecewise continuous, which can be problematic in the devel-
opment of real-time estimation and control systems. Second, this
symmetric continuous experimental-based friction model was
successfully validated in actual flexible-joint manipulator experi-
ments that required accurate estimation and control (see [39,40]),
thus indicating that friction effects in flexible-joint mechanisms can
be efficiently described by the continuous and symmetric model
given by Eq. (14). Other experimental evidences that symmetric
friction models are appropriate for flexible-joint manipulator
applications include [41].

Another extension to the linear joint stiffness model can be made
by removing the simplifying assumption of Spong’smodel regarding
the kinetic energy of the rotors. In reality, the kinetic energy of
the second rotor is also influenced by the rotation of the first link _q1,
that is,

Te2 �
1

2
Jm2� _q21 � _q2m2� (15)

In view of the above discussion, the following nonlinear dynamic
model for flexible-joint manipulator systems, which overcomes the
limitations of the model Eq. (10) and (11) by using prior experi-
mental knowledge, is obtained herein as follows:

M �q� �q� S �qm �C�q; _q� _q� f� _q� � k�q;qm��qm � q� � 0

(16)

S T �q� Jm �qm � k�q;qm��qm � q� � � (17)

where the strictly upper triangular matrix S represents inertial
couplings between motor and link accelerations introduced by the
dependency of the second rotor’s kinetic energy on the first link’s
angular velocity. The last term on the left side of Eq. (17) can be
rewritten asFig. 2 Flexible-joint modeling.
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k�q;qm��qm � q� � a1

�qm1 � q1�3

�qm2 � q2�3

" #
� a2�qm � q�

� ksw

e�asw�qm1�q1�
2

0

0 e�asw�qm2�q2�
2

" #
�qm � q� (18)

Unlike Spong’s model [29], the resulting nonlinear joint dynamics
representation given by Eqs. (14–18) efficiently captures the
nonlinear joint stiffness, soft-windup effect, friction torques, and
inertial coupling previously observed in experiments and is therefore
more suitable for the numerical validation of control systems. In the
literature, similar comprehensive dynamics models have been used
twice for the validation of flexible-joint control systems: first by
Moghaddam and Goldenberg [42] to validate an H1 controller and
then by ElMaraghy et al. [41] to assess the performance of a linear
robust controller designed with linear-quadratic-Gaussian/loop-
transfer-recovery techniques. However, the first neglects the inertial
coupling and assumes only static and viscous friction terms, and the
second neglects the soft-windup effect and uses a simplified friction
model, which is linear in its parameters.

III. Background

For completeness, this section presents a summary of the simple
adaptive control (SAC) and modified simple adaptive control
(MSAC) theories. For a more detailed derivation of the SAC theory,
refer to the work of Kaufman et al. [28] and Barkana [43]. More
details about the MSAC approach can be found in Ulrich and de
Lafontaine [27].

A. Simple Adaptive Control

The problem of self-adjusting the gains of a controller using an
adaptation law in order to obtain the desired closed-loop char-
acteristics, as defined by a reference model, is the idea behind direct
model reference adaptive control (MRAC). Most standard MRAC
adaptation laws assume prior knowledge of the unknown controlled
plant order and require the use of models of the same order as the
plant. Since this assumption may not always be valid in actual
systems, a less complex MRAC adaptation law, known as simple
adaptive control (SAC), was developed by Sobel et al. [44], Barkana
et al. [45], and Barkana and Kaufman [46,47]. This direct adaptive
method requires the plant, which could be of very large dimension, to
track an ideal model, without requiring the model to be of the same
order as the plant. In fact, the model is a representation of the plant
only as far as its outputs represents the desired output behavior of the
plant. This ideal model can be a first-order low-pass filter or a linear
system large enough to generate the desired command. Thus, the
ideal model is a command generator, and SAC is closely related to
the command generator tracker approach. In the last few decades, the
SAC methodology has been used in many successful applications,
such as autopilots [43], reconfigurable flight control systems [48],
and reentry vehicles [49]. Advantages of the SAC methodology, as
compared with other MRAC adaptation laws, include that it is
applicable to nonminimum phase systems, it is an output feedback
method that requires neither full state feedback nor observers, and it
does not require amathematical model of the system to be controlled.

Let the nonlinear plant of order np be described by the following
state-space representation:

_x p �Apxp � Bpup (19)

y p �Cpxp (20)

The plant is required to track the output of the following model:

_x m �Amxm � Bmum (21)

y m �Cmxm (22)

This model is allowed to be of any order nm, just sufficiently large to
create the desired response to the plant.

The input um is the signal that excites the ideal model such that its
output ym is the desired response. When full knowledge of the plant
parameters cannot be assumed or when it is suspected that variable
gains might be required in a particular environment, the SAC algo-
rithm can be used to vary the control gains. In the SACmethodology,
the control input up is given by

u p �Ke�t��ym � yp	 �Kx�t�xm �Ku�t�um (23)

where Ke�t� is a stabilizing gain, and Kx�t� and Ku�t� are
feedforward gains. Thesegains arevaried in real time by an algorithm
that must maintain stability of the controlled system and bring the
tracking error to zero. The plant tracks the model perfectly when it
moves along the ideal trajectoryx
p; otherwise, there is a state error ex
between the ideal trajectory and the actual trajectory:

e x � x
p � xp (24)

The output tracking error is defined as

e y � ym � yp �Cpx


p � Cpxp �Cpex (25)

This output tracking error is used to generate integral adaptive
control gains, as follows:

_K Ix�t� � eyx
T
m�Ix (26)

_K Iu�t� � eyu
T
m�Iu (27)

_K Ie�t� � eye
T
y�Ie (28)

where �Ix, �Iu, and �Ie are constant coefficient matrices that control
the rate of adaptation. Equations (26–28) can bewritten concisely by
defining

K I�t� � �KIe�t� KIx�t� KIu�t� 	 (29)

r � � ey xm um 	T (30)

With this notation, _KI�t� is given by

_K I�t� � eyr
T�I (31)

where �I is the resulting adaptation coefficients for the combined
integral gainKI�t�. It should be noted that although only the integral
adaptive gain KI�t� is absolutely necessary to guarantee the
convergence of the adaptive control system, it is preferable to use the
proportional adaptive gainKp�t� as well, in order to increase the rate
of convergence of the adaptive system toward perfect tracking.
For this reason, it is common practice to include Kp�t�, which is
defined as

K p�t� � �Kpe�t� Kpx�t� Kpu�t� 	 � eyr
T�p (32)

Hence, the total adaptive gain is

K �t� � �Ke�t� Kx�t� Ku�t� 	 �KI�t� �Kp�t�

Finally, the SAC control law can be rewritten as

u p �K�t�r (33)

B. Modified Simple Adaptive Control

The greatest difficulty in designing the SAC controller is
determining the various weighting matrix coefficients. The SAC
theory does not provide anymeans of efficiently selecting the several
coefficients of the weighting matrices, although Kaufman et al. [28]
do give some recommendations. To overcome this design complexity
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and to further decrease the number of required operations needed to
implement the SAC algorithm in real time, Ulrich and de Lafontaine
[27] derived a modified version of the SAC algorithm, referred to as
the modified simple adaptive control (MSAC) law. The MSAC
algorithm is obtained by keeping only the error-related adaptive
gains,Kpe�t� andKIe�t�, in Eqs. (29) and (32). In fact, as explained
by Barkana et al. [47], only Ke�t� is absolutely required for the
stability of the adaptive system. The resulting MSAC adaptation law
is given by

u p �Ke�t�ey (34)

with the proportional and integral components ofKe�t� defined as

K pe�t� � eye
T
y�p (35)

_K Ie�t� � eye
T
y�I (36)

Compared with SAC, the MSAC methodology has the advantage of
requiring less computation power while providing similar tracking
performance [50]. In this paper, in order to further decrease the
number of computations associated with MSAC, a local decen-
tralized control that keeps only the diagonal elements of eye

T
y is

considered.

IV. Direct Adaptive Controller Formulation

The proposed trajectory-tracking strategy uses the SPB theory,
which transforms a dynamics model into a two-timescale model:
specifically, the quasi-steady-state model and the boundary-layer
model. Here, for brevity, only the final results of the approach are
presented. A more comprehensive treatment of the SPB theory is
given by Khalil [19] and a survey of its application to aerospace
systems can be found in [51]. The robot quasi-steady-state model is

H �qs� �qs �C�qs; _qs� _qs � �s (37)

where H�qs� �M�qs� � Jm and the subscripts s stand for slow
variables defined in the slow time scale t. When applied to flexible-
joint robots, the SPB theory provides a framework to design adaptive
composite controllers, in which the motor torque control input is
given by �� �s � �f, where the subscripts f stand for variables
defined in the fast time scale t0 � t=�, with � being a small positive
parameter. The slow control torque �s is applied to the quasi-steady-
statemodel, and the fast-control torque�f is applied to the boundary-
layer model to provide additional damping of the elastic vibrations at

the joints. The fast-control torque chosen herein is a linear correction
of the form

� f �Kv� _q � _qm� (38)

where Kv is a control gain.
Note that the quasi-steady-state model given by Eq. (37) is

equivalent to the rigid-joint dynamics shown in Eq. (4). In this paper,
stabilization of the quasi-steady-state dynamics is achieved by
applying a Cartesian-based control scheme. When the desired
trajectory is specified in terms of end-effector Cartesian position and
velocity, i.e., in the task space, and requires precise control of the end-
effector motion, joint-space control schemes are usually not suitable.
Joint-based control schemes refers to controllers in which the

feedback is based on joint positions and velocities, such that the
control error is defined in terms of qd � q and _qd � _q. On the other
hand, with Cartesian-based control schemes, the actual Cartesian
description of the end effector, which may be directly measured or
computed from joint positions and velocities by means of the direct
kinematic equations, is compared with the desired Cartesian
trajectory in order to form errors in the task space. Cartesian-based
control schemes are then those driven by Cartesian position errors
instead of joint position or velocity errors. The main practical
advantage of Cartesian-based controllers is that the solution of the
inverse kinematics and inverse Jacobian, required to transform the
desired end-effector position and velocity intoqd and _qd, is removed.
One of most popular Cartesian-based controllers is the transpose
Jacobian control law, first developed by Craig [52]. However, the
selection of the control gains is a problemwith this rigid-joint control
law. As a result, tuning is conducted by tedious trial and error
procedure. It was also observed that, depending on the desired
Cartesian trajectory, retuning of the gains is required, which is a
severe drawback of this controller and unacceptable in practical
applications. This motivates the development of an adaptive
approach in which the control parameters are automatically adjusted
in real time, according to the MSAC adaptation law, in order to
minimize the differences between the ideal and actual plant outputs.
This way, the tracking performance of the controller is less sensitive
to uncertainties in the actual system. The adaptive control law
proposed to stabilize the quasi-steady-state model is given by

� s � J�q�T
�
Kp�t�

xe
ye

� �
�Kd�t� _xe

_ye

� ��
(39)

whereKp�t� andKd�t� are the proportional and derivative adaptive
control gain matrices, respectively. Alternatively, the adaptive
control law can be rewritten in standard MSAC form, as follows:

� s � J�q�TKe�t�ey (40)

with

K e�t� � �Kp�t� Kd�t� 	 �Kpe�t� �KIe�t� (41)

The proportional and integral components of the adaptive control
gain,Kpe�t� andKIe�t�, respectively, are defined accordingly to the
MSAC methodology. Adopting a local decentralized control
approach, these adaptive gains are given by

K pe�t� �
x2e�pp 0 _x2e�dp 0

0 y2e�pp 0 _y2e�dp

� �
(42)

_K Ie�t� �
x2e�pi � �pKIe11�t� 0 _x2e�di � �dKIe13�t� 0

0 y2e�pi � �pKIe22�t� 0 _y2e�di � �dKIe24�t�

� �
(43)

In Eqs. (42) and (43), �pp, �pi, �dp, and �di are parameters that
control the adaptation rate of the controller. By adopting Ioannou and
Kokotovik’s [53] idea, the coefficients �p and �d are introduced.
With this adjustment, the integral gains increase as required (due to
large tracking errors, for example) and decrease when large gains are
no longer necessary. These coefficients must be set between 0 and 1
to avoid divergence of the integral control gains. Indeed, if these
coefficients are set to zero, the integral adaptive gains would increase
for as long as there is a tracking error. When the integral gains reach
some values, they have a stabilizing effect on the system and the
tracking error starts decreasing. However, if, for some reasons, the
tracking error does not reach zero, the integral gains would continue
to increase. Furthermore, every sudden change in the commanded
trajectory would generate greater values of these adaptive gains and
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could lead to instability. On the other hand, if both coefficients are set
between 0 and 1, the integral adaptive gains are obtained from a first-
orderfiltering of the tracking error and cannot diverge unless the error
diverges.

By combining the slow and the fast-control term defined
previously, the controller that actuates each joint is obtained as
follows:

� � J�q�TKe�t�ey �Kv� _q � _qm� (44)

This control torque feeds into the inverse flexible-joint dynamics
equations, resulting in a link and motor angular acceleration vectors
�q and �qm, which are double-integrated to obtain link and motor
velocities _q and _qm and link andmotor positions q and qm. The error
between link and motor velocities is used in the fast-control term to
add additional damping of the elastic vibrations at the joints. The
position of the flexible robot end effector with respect to the robot
reference frame is denoted by

xp
yp

� �
���q� (45)

where ��q� is the forward kinematic transformation taking joint
angular positions into Cartesian position. The differential kinematics
is obtained as the time derivative of the forward kinematics (45) as
follows:

_xp
_yp

� �
� J�q� _q (46)

where the analytical Jacobian matrix J�q� is defined by

J �q� � @��q�
@q

(47)

Combining Eqs. (45) and (46), the joint-space dynamics are then
transformed into the task-space dynamics through the transforma-
tion [36]

y p �
xp
yp
_xp
_yp

2
64

3
75�

l1 cos�q1� � l2 cos�q1 � q2�
l1 sin�q1� � l2 sin�q1 � q2�

�l1 sin�q1� _q1 � l2 sin�q1 � q2�� _q1 � _q2�
l1 cos�q1� _q1 � l2 cos�q1 � q2�� _q1 � _q2�

2
64

3
75
(48)

Following common practices, the desired time-varying trajectory for
the robot end-effector position and velocity is specified in the task
space, i.e.,um � � xd yd _xd _yd 	T . Thus, this desired trajectory is
used as the input of the ideal model described as

_xm �

_xm

_ym

�xm

�ym

2
66664

3
77775�

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

�!2
n 0 �2�!n 0

0 �!2
n 0 �2�!n

2
66664

3
77775

xm

ym

_xm

_ym

2
66664

3
77775

�

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

!2
n 0 0 0

0 !2
n 0 0

2
66664

3
77775um (49)

The output vector of this ideal model, ym � � xm ym _xm _ym 	T , is
compared with the flexible-joint robot end-effector position and
velocity vectors described in the task-space coordinates,
yp � � xp yp _xp _yp 	T , to establish the tracking errors between
them, ey � � xe ye _xe _ye 	T , that is,

e y � ym � yp �
xm � xp
ym � yp
_xm � _xp
_ym � _yp

2
64

3
75�

xe
ye
_xe
_ye

2
64

3
75 (50)

This output tracking error vector is used in the adaptive controller to
update the control gains according to the MSAC law. A block-
scheme representation of the implementation of the slow adaptive
control torque is given in Fig. 3.

V. Stability Analysis

It is known [19] that the stability of both the quasi-steady-state and
boundary-layer subsystem can be analyzed separately, i.e., by
applying �f to the boundary-layer model and by applying �s to the
quasi-steady-statemodel. As far as the stability of the boundary-layer
model is concerned, it was previously demonstrated, by invoking
LaSalle’s theorem, that a linear correction term of the form �f �
Kv� _q � _qm� is sufficient to ensure global asymptotic stability of the
closed-loop boundary-layer subsystem [21].

The stability of the quasi-steady-state model under the rigid-based
MSAC control law �s presented herein follows closely the
development presented in [28,47], which demonstrates the stability
of the original SAC control law. For such adaptive control laws, it
must first be shown that the system is almost strictly passive (ASP).
An ASP system is defined as a system that can be stabilized through

some constant output feedback ~K that is unknown and not required
for implementation. As a result, a fictitious closed-loop ASP system
with the system matrix

A CL �A � B ~KC (51)

satisfies the following passivity conditions for nonstationary and
nonlinear systems [54]:

_P� PACL �AT
CLP��Q (52)

PB �CT (53)

Here, P and Q are positive-definite matrices. Since the fictitious
closed-loop system satisfies the strict passivity (SP) conditions (52)
and (53), the original system is called almost strictly passive (ASP),
because only a constant output feedback gain separates it from strict
passivity. As it will be shown in this section, the ASP conditions of
the system to be controlled facilitate the derivation of its Lyapunov
proof of stability. This section first demonstrates that the quasi-
steady-statemodel is ASP, followed by a discussion of the stability of
the adaptive system.

A. Almost Strictly Passive Property

The ASP property implies that the plant is minimum-phase (stable
zero dynamics) and the product CsBs is positive-definite. For
convenience, the quasi-steady-state model of the robot is rewritten
into the task-space dynamics, as follows [55]:

� �qs� �xs ���qs; _qs� _xs � fs (54)

Ideal
model

Task
space

+
_

ey Ke(t)

J(q)T

J(q)T

Ke(t)

q

q
yp

ym

um

J(q)TKe(t)ey
sτ.

Fig. 3 Block scheme of the slow adaptive controller implementation.
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where fs denotes the command forces in the task space. The
pseudoinertia matrix ��qs� is defined by

� �qs� � J�T�qs�H�qs�J�1�qs� (55)

and ��qs; _qs� is given by

� �qs; _qs� � J�T�qs�C�qs; _qs�J�1�qs� ���qs�J�qs�J�1�qs�
(56)

The quasi-steady-state model can then be expressed as a state-space
representation:

_x s �
_xs
_ys
�xs
�ys

2
64

3
75� 0 I2

0 ���qs��1��qs; _qs�

� �
xs �

0
��qs��1

� �
fs

(57)

C s � I4 (58)

Since theASP conditions have so far only been established for square
systems, let the outputs of the quasi-steady-state model described
above be a linear combination of the states, as follows:

Ĉ s � � I2 I2 	Cs (59)

The nonstationary system defined by Eqs. (57) and (59) is defined as
uniformly strictly minimum-phase or simply minimum-phase, if
there are two matricesM and N satisfying [54]

Ĉ sM� 0 (60)

NBs � 0 (61)

NM � I2 (62)

such that the zero dynamics given by

_z� � _N�NAs�Mz (63)

is uniformly asymptotically stable. A simple selection of matrices
that satisfy Eqs. (60–62) is

M � I2
�I2

� �
; N� �I2 0 	 (64)

Computing

A z �NAsM��I2 (65)

and thus

_z�Azz��z (66)

which shows that the zero dynamics is stable and the quasi-steady-
state model is minimum-phase. Moreover, it can easily be verified

that the product ĈsBs is positive-definite by

Ĉ sBs � � I2 I2 	Cs
0

��qs��1
� �

���qs��1 > 0 (67)

Therefore, the square quasi-steady-state model described by

fAs Bs Ĉs 0 g is ASP, and the following conditions hold:

_P� P�As � Bs
~KĈs� � �As � Bs

~KĈs�TP��Q (68)

PBs � ĈT
s (69)

These two ASP conditions can also be rewritten in terms of the
original nonsquare output matrix Cs, as follows:

_P� P�As � Bs
~KeCs� � �As � Bs

~KeCs�TP��Q (70)

PBs � �� I2 I2 	Cs�T �CT
s

I2
I2

� �
(71)

Hence, there is a constant output feedback ~Ke (e.g., ~Ke�
~K�I2 I2 	) that is unknown and not required for implementation

that maintains the stability of the fictitious closed-loop systemAs �
Bs

~KeCs obtained from the original nonsquare fAs Bs Cs 0 g
system.

B. Model Following

The state error ex between the ideal trajectory and the quasi-
steady-state model trajectory is

e x � x
s � xs �
x
s
y
s
_x
s
_y
s

2
64

3
75 �

xs
ys
_xs
_ys

2
64

3
75 (72)

and the output tracking error is defined as

e y � ym � ys �Csx


s � Csxs �Csex (73)

This tracking error is used directly in the adaptive controller given by

� s � J�qs�TKe�t�ey (74)

which can be rewritten in terms of the control forces in the task space,
fs, as follows:

f s � J�qs��T�s � J�qs��T �J�qs�TKe�t�ey	 �Ke�t�ey (75)

Note that in the adaptive controller given by Eq. (74), the output
tracking error ey has been redefined in terms of the quasi-steady-state
model outputs ys instead of yp, and the variable q has been replaced
by qs, since the stability of the slow subsystem is analyzed by
applying�s only to the quasi-steady-statemodel [19]. ThegainKe�t�
is a combination of integral and proportional adaptive gains,
as shown in Eq. (41). The resulting quasi-steady-state adaptive
system is

_x s �Asxs � Bsfs �Asxs � BsKe�t�ey (76)

One can see that _KIe�t�, given by Eq. (43), is equivalent to

_K Ie�t� � �I2 I2 	diag�e2y��I � �diag�KIe�t�	 (77)

with

diag �e2y� �
x2e 0 0 0

0 y2e 0 0

0 0 _x2e 0

0 0 0 _y2e

2
664

3
775 (78)

diag �KIe�t�	 �

KIe11�t� 0 0 0

0 KIe22�t� 0 0

0 0 KIe13�t� 0

0 0 0 KIe24�t�

2
664

3
775 (79)

� I �
�pi 0 0 0
0 �pi 0 0
0 0 �di 0

0 0 0 �di

2
64

3
75 (80)

� �

�p 0 0 0

0 �p 0 0

0 0 �d 0

0 0 0 �d

2
664

3
775 (81)
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Similarly, Eq. (42) is equivalent to

K pe�t� � �I2 I2 	diag�e2y��p (82)

Subtracting the plant equation from the ideal trajectory gives, after
various algebraic manipulations, the following state error dynamics
(see Appendix A for details):

_ex � �As � Bs
~KeCs�ex � BsKpe�t�ey � Bs�KIe�t� � ~Ke�ey

� �A
s �As�x
s (83)

The proof of stability must consider Eqs. (77) and (83), since, as
shown by Kaufman et al. [28], only the integral adaptive gain is
needed for stability of the adaptive system, yet the proportional
gain has the effect of increasing the tracking performance, as
demonstrated below.

The following positive-definite symmetric Lyapunov functionwill
be used for the proof of stability:

V�ex;KIe; t� � eTxPex � tr��KIe�t� � ~Ke���1I �KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	
(84)

Using ASP conditions (70) and (71), the derivative of the Lyapunov
function is (see Appendix B for complete derivation)

_V�ex;KIe; t� � �eTxQex � 2� tr��KIe�t� � ~Ke��KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	

� eTy

�
Kpe�t�� I2 I2 	 �

I2

I2

" #
Kpe�t�

�
ey

� 2eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � 2� tr� ~Ke�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	 (85)

The first two terms are negative definite in terms of ex and KIe�t�,
respectively, whereas the last two terms are not definite; one of these
being due to the introduction of the � term to guarantee robustness of
the adaptive algorithm. Hence, one can only claim bounded error
tracking instead of asymptotic tracking although, as the application
in the next section shows, the tracking errors ultimately converge.
Also, though the integral adaptive gain is sufficient for the stability of
the adaptive system, the negative definite term in ey introduced by
including the proportional adaptive gainKpe�t� in the controller adds
to the negativity of the Lyapunov derivative and thus to the rate of
convergence of the error.

VI. Numerical Simulations

This section presents the numerical simulation results obtained by
implementing the adaptive composite controller developed in this
paper. The physical properties of the robot (the length and themass of
the links) are adopted from previous studies on intelligent control of
space robots [2,3], and the flexible parameters are based on [26],
which are representative of manipulators with obvious flexible-joint
effects. The parameters of the two-link flexible-joint robot are
summarized as follows: l1 � l2 � 4:5 m, m1 �m2 � 1:5075 kg,
Jm � diag�1	 kg �m2 and k� diag�500	N �m=rad. The parameters
for the nonlinear joint dynamics model are selected as a1 � a2�
diag�500	N �m=rad, ksw � diag�10	, asw � 3000, �1 � 0:5, �2�
150, �3 � 50, �4 � 2, �5 � 100, and �6 � 0:5. The inertial coupling

matrix is S� 0 Jm2
0 0

� �
. With these parameters, the nonlinear joint

stiffness and friction curves are given in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively,
where the joint torsion is defined as qm � q.
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Fig. 6 Nonadaptive control applied to linear joint model.
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The adaptation parameters are chosen as �pp � �pi � 150 and
�dp � �di � 25, and the gain matrix of the fast-control term is set to
Kv � diag�35	N �m � s=rad. The coefficients �p and �d have been set
to values of 0.008 and 0.023, respectively, which satisfy the
condition stated earlier. In fact, these coefficients can be very small,
because they are only to prevent the integral adaptive gains from
reaching excessively high values or diverging in time. The adaptation
algorithm has been activated with Kle�0� � 0. These adaptive
control gains, parameters and coefficients have been selected to
obtain acceptable transient response when applied to the two-link
flexible-joint robot modeled with the linear joint dynamics model
described earlier: that is, with constant joint stiffness coefficients. For
completeness, the adaptive controller is also compared against its
nonadaptive version in which the proportional and derivative control
gains of the slow control term given by Eq. (39),Kp andKd, are kept
constant. In an attempt to provide an unbiased comparison between
both controllers, the gains of the nonadaptive control law have been
selected within the variation range of adaptive control gains obtained
in simulations. By doing so, it will be possible to evaluate the benefits
of using time-varying gains compared with using constant gains.
Based on the adaptation history of the control gains (shown later), the
constant gains have been selected as Kp � diag�7	 and Kd�
diag�10	. For this nonadaptive control strategy, the gain of the fast-
control term is set to be the same as for the adaptive controller, i.e.,
Kv � diag�35	N �m � s=rad.

Figures 6–15 show the results of end-effector tracking of a 12:6 �
12:6 m square trajectory in 60 s. in a counterclockwise direction
starting from rest at the lower-right-hand corner, with the solid lines
representing the actual values and the dashed lines representing
the commanded, or desired, values. Compared with other type of
Cartesian trajectories, such as straight lines or circles, square
trajectories represent greater control challenges as each corner of the
square represents an abrupt change in directions. Hence, it is required
that the end effector reaches each corner and then redirects itself
along an orthogonal direction with minimum overshoot and settling
time. For this reason, square trajectories are ideal for studying the
control of transient vibrations in flexible systems and are commonly
used in the literature to assess the trajectory-tracking performance of
flexible space manipulators: for example, see [2,3,6,7]. The speed of
the commanded square trajectory is fast enough to render the
nonlinearities and flexibility effects significant (15 s for each side of
the square). As a comparison, a 75 cm square trajectory is tracked in
40 s in [7].

As shown in Fig. 6, when the nonadaptive control strategy is
applied to the linear joint stiffness dynamics model, pronounced

overshoots of 0.553 m occur at each direction switch, caused by
flexibility effects at the joints. However, the trajectory for the
adaptive strategy shown in Fig. 7 exhibits minimal overshoots of
0.107, 0.104, and 0.082 m for the first, second, and third direction
changes, respectively. Moreover, the adaptive controller settles
rapidly to a steady state, such that tracking is close to a straight line
along each side of the trajectory. Hence, the response obtained with
the adaptive solution is much closer to a square than that of
nonadaptive response. The successive increase in tracking perfor-
mance along each side of the trajectory can be explained by analyzing
the adaptation history of the control gains (see Fig. 7). This figure
demonstrates that the control gains behave properly; that is, they
increase and decrease in accordance with the specific tracking
situation, with sudden increases at each direction switch. As
explained earlier, the integral term of both adaptive gains is obtained
from a first-order filtering of the tracking error. Therefore, once the
tracking error begins to decrease as a function of time, the integral
terms also decrease, due to the contribution of their respective
previous values. The decay in the integral terms occurs at a rate
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proportional to�p and�d. Thus, the greater these two coefficients are,
the faster the adaptive gains will decrease between two direction
switches. In this particular application, these two coefficients have
been selected to be relatively low; hence, the rate of decay of the
adaptive gains is also low, and it does not fully compensate for the
sudden increase of the adaptive gains at each direction change. This
results in slightly higher values of the control gains at each direction
change (especially for the derivative control gains) and improvement
of the tracking performance at each corner and along each side of the
trajectory. It should be noted that for such applications, in which
sudden increases in tracking errors occur periodically, it is important
that the two coefficients �p and �d are selected to be greater than zero
and in such a way to avoid instability due to excessively high values
of the adaptive control gains. As comparedwith thefixed control gain
strategy, these results suggest that a time-varying control gain
strategy is better suited to provide good tracking results over a
complete trajectory, despite the fact that the fixed gains have been
selected within the same range than the adaptive gains, i.e., Kp �
diag�7	 and Kd � diag�10	.

It is also important to note that as observed in Fig. 7, the adaptation
rates, i.e., the rates of change of the adaptive gains, at each direction
switch are relatively large. The high adaptation rates shown in Fig. 7
guarantee that the required gains are provided at the right time, with
peaks only at the corners of the square trajectory. Fast adaptation
rates allow the controller to use low gains and let them increase only
when necessary. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the adaptive gains reached
higher peakmagnitudes than the constant gain values selected for the
nonadaptive control strategy. As a result, the control torque
magnitudes and rates associated with the adaptive control strategy
are higher than those related to the nonadaptive control scheme, as
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Therefore, when tuning the adaptive
controller for use in an actual practical application in which sudden
increases in tracking error occur, one has to ensure that the peak
magnitudes in adaptive gains do not result in unrealistic control
torques that could not be implemented by the joint mechanism
hardware selected. In fact, the same consideration must be taken into
account when tuning the nonadaptive control. To allow a better
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Fig. 11 Adaptive control applied to linear joint model: five repetitions.
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tracking performance over the complete trajectory, the fixed gains of
the nonadaptive controller would have to be increased to sufficiently
high values. Switching direction at high constant gains would,
however, be more demanding in terms of required torque amplitudes
and torque rates, which could also result in torque rate profiles that
could not be handled by typical flexible-joint mechanisms, such as
harmonic drives. Themaximum control torque peakmagnitudes (not
shown in the figures) obtained are 52:9 N �m and 30:24 N �m for
joints 1 and 2 for the nonadaptive controller, compared with 53:3 N �
m and 93:4 N �m for joints 1 and 2 for the adaptive controller. These
peak control efforts occur initially to increase the Cartesian velocity
of the end effector along the y-axis from rest to 0:84 m=s. Thereafter,
the control torque magnitude reach a maximum levels of 18:0 N �m
and 10:5 N �m for joints 1 and 2 for the nonadaptive strategy,
compared with 43:6 N �m and 31:8 N �m at the third direction
change for both joints for the adaptive strategy. This means the
improved tracking accuracy provided by the adaptive strategy is
obtained at the detriment of greater control torque efforts. Still, both

nonadaptive and adaptive control torque profiles shown inFigs. 8 and
9 can be implemented by a typical lightweight flexible-joint
mechanism (HFUC-2A, Harmonic Drive AG).

For completeness, both the nonadaptive and adaptive composite
control strategies have been validated over five consecutive repe-
titions of the square trajectory (results provided in Figs. 10 and 11).
As shown in these figures, both trajectories exhibit stable behaviors
over multiple repetitions. The nonadaptive tracking results remain
constant at each direction change, with pronounced overshoots of
0.553m.Meanwhile, comparedwith the nonadaptive control results,
the adaptive strategy exhibits significantly improved tracking results.
It must be noted that for the adaptive strategy, the tracking perfor-
mance is improving during the first two repetitions and remains
similar over subsequent repetitions: that is, overshoots at the third
direction change of 0.082, 0.066, 0.060, 0.057, and 0.054 m for the
first, second, third, fourth and fifth repetitions, respectively. These
results are in accordance with the adaptive control gains shown in
Fig. 11, whose peak magnitudes are increasing during the first two
repetitions, then tend toward constant values during the final three
repetitions of the trajectory. This also demonstrates that the tracking
errors and adaptive control gains remain bounded over multiple
repetitions of the trajectory.

Robustness of the proposed adaptive method to parametric
uncertainties can be validated by changing the joint stiffness coef-
ficients of the linear joint stiffness dynamicsmodel. For this reason, a
robot equipped with significantly more flexible joints (joint stiffness
of k� diag�200	N �m=rad) was considered (representing 60% of
uncertainty). Using the same control laws as previously (i.e., with
control gains tuned with the nominal linear joint stiffness dynamics
model k� diag�500	N �m=rad), the obtained results are presented
in Figs. 12 and 13 for the nonadaptive and the adaptive controllers,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 12, the tracking performance of the
nonadaptive control strategy is further aggravated and a maximum
overshoot of 0.637 m occur at each direction change. The trajectory
for the adaptive controller shown in Fig. 13 exhibits overshoots
similar to those of the nominal case: that is, 0.095, 0.112, and 0.094m
for the first, second, and third direction changes, respectively. These
results illustrate the increased robustness of the adaptive controller
and demonstrate that once the adaptive algorithm is properly
designed under nominal conditions, the results are not very sensitive
to uncertainties in the system parameters. This endorses previous
results obtained while validating the MSAC adaptation law under
large parametric uncertainties [27].

Similarly, when both controllers are applied to the nonlinear joint
stiffness model, the adaptive controller yields smaller overshoots at
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Fig. 13 Adaptive control applied to uncertain linear joint model (k� diag�200� N �m=rad).
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each direction change, compared with the nonadaptive strategy. This
is shown in Figs. 14 and 15, where an overshoot of 0.207 m occurs at
each corner of the trajectory for the nonadaptive control strategy,
compared with 0.111, 0.092, and 0.081 m for the first, second, and
third direction changes for the adaptive controller. Although the
nonadaptive control scheme exhibits smaller overshoots than those
obtained with the linear joint stiffness model, the end-effector
trajectory failed to properly converge to a straight line along each side
of the trajectory, as illustrated in Fig. 14. This is due to the nonlinear
effects whose introduction in the dynamic model would have
required larger gains to stabilize the end effector properly along the
square trajectory. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 15 the adaptive gains
reached larger magnitudes than previously, as required to minimize
the tracking errors. As expected, this suggest that the direct adaptive
control scheme copes with modeling errors by adjusting its control
gains in order to maintain similar tracking performance than those
achieved with the linear joint stiffness model. As mentioned earlier,
both controllers were tuned in numerical simulations with the linear
joint stiffness model. Hence, these results indicate that the adaptive

strategy is more robust to modeling errors, which are due to the
introduction of the nonlinear stiffness, soft-windup effect, friction
torques, and inertial coupling in the dynamics model.

Finally, the proposed adaptive control law is compared with the
well-known Slotine–Li (SLI) indirect adaptive composite controller
designed for the same linear joint stiffness model and trajectory-
tracking objectives [56]. As demonstrated in [56], the application of
the SLI adaptive controller results in similar overshoots (0.078,
0.100, and 0.110 m), but exhibits sustained oscillations that fail to
properly converge to a steady-state value along each side of the
12:6 � 12:6 m benchmark trajectory. Moreover, the SLI adaptive
control strategy requires significantly higher control torque
magnitudes: 5:0 � 106 N �m and 1:6 � 106 N �m for joints 1 and
2, respectively,whichmakes it impractical for this specific trajectory-
tracking task.

VII. Conclusions

This paper presented the design of a direct adaptive composite
controller inwhich a transpose Jacobian slow control term is added to
a fast-control term designed to dampen the elastic vibrations at the
joints of a flexible-joint manipulator system. The direct adaptive
control system is based on the modified simple adaptive control
(MSAC) method, where the errors between the ideal system and the
actual system outputs are used to adapt the transpose Jacobian
control gains in real time so that tracking errors are reduced. The
adaptive controller design was validated in numerical simulations
with both the classic linear joint dynamics model and the derived
nonlinear joint stiffness model. The proposed nonlinear dynamic
formulation for flexible-joint manipulators takes several factors into
account that are neglected in most of the existing flexible-joint
models: soft-windup, friction, inertial coupling and nonlinear char-
acteristics of joint elasticity. Compared with the nonadaptive
transpose Jacobian composite control scheme, the proposed direct
adaptive control strategy achieves significantly improved trajectory
tracking when applied to both dynamics representations and also
proved to be more robust to large uncertainties in the actual joint
stiffness coefficients and to modeling errors introduced by the use of
the nonlinear joint model. The results are representative of flexible
systems, and theMSAC-based direct adaptive control strategy could
be extended to a broad range of applications.

Appendix A: Error Dynamics

The differentiation of the state error equation is obtained by
subtracting the quasi-steady-state trajectory from the ideal trajectory:
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_e x � _x
s � _xs �A
sx


s �Asxs � BsKe�t�ey (A1)

Adding and subtracting Asx


s to the right side of the equation gives

_e x �A
sx


s � �Asx



s �Asx



s � �Asxs � BsKe�t�ey (A2)

Rearranging yields

_e x �As�x
s � xs� � �A
s �As�x
s � BsKe�t�ey (A3)

Substituting ex from Eq. (72),

_e x �Asex � �A
s �As�x
s � BsKe�t�ey (A4)

Adding and subtractingBs
~Keey to the right side of the equation gives

_e x �Asex � �Bs
~Keey � Bs

~Keey� � �A
s �As�x
s � BsKe�t�ey
(A5)

_e x �Asex � Bs
~Keey � Bs�Ke�t� � ~Ke�ey � �A
s �As�x
s

(A6)

Substituting ey from Eq. (73) in the second term of the right side of
the previous equation gives

_e x � �As � Bs
~KeCs�ex � Bs�Ke�t� � ~Ke�ey � �A
s �As�x
s

(A7)

Finally, substituting the adaptive gain Ke�t� from Eq. (41) yields

_ex � �As � Bs
~KeCs�ex � BsKpe�t�ey � Bs�KIe�t� � ~Ke�ey

� �A
s �As�x
s (A8)

Appendix B: Lyapunov Function Derivative

Taking the time derivative of the positive-definite symmetric
Lyapunov function (84) gives

_V�ex;KIe; t� � _eTxPex � eTx _Pex � eTxP_ex � tr� _KIe�t���1I �KIe�t�

� ~Ke�T 	 � tr��KIe�t� � ~Ke���1I _KT
Ie�t�T 	 (B1)

Substituting _ex from Eq. (83) and _KIe�t� from Eq. (77) gives

_V�ex;KIe; t� � eTx �As � Bs
~KeCs�TPex � eTyK

T
pe�t�BT

s Pex

� eTy �KIe�t� � ~Ke�TBT
sPex � x
Ts �A
s �As�TPex

� eTxP�As � Bs
~KeCs�ex � eTxPBsKpe�t�ey

� eTxPBs�KIe�t� � ~Ke�ey � eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � eTx _Pex

� tr��I2 I2 	diag�e2y��I��1I �KIe�t� � ~Ke�T

� �diag�KIe�t�	�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	

� tr

�
�KIe�t� � ~Ke���1I �Idiag�e2y�

I2

I2

" #

� ��KIe�t� � ~Ke�diag�KIe�t�	T
�

(B2)

Substituting ey from Eq. (73) and after some algebraic manip-
ulations, one can write

_V�ex;KIe; t� � eTx �As � Bs
~KeCs�TPex � eTxC

T
sK

T
pe�t�BT

sPex

� eTxC
T
s �KIe�t� � ~Ke�TBT

sPex � x
Ts �A
s �As�TPex
� eTxP�As � Bs

~KeCs�ex � eTxPBsKpe�t�Csex

� eTxPBs�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csex � eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � eTx _Pex

� tr��I2 I2 	Csexe
T
xC

T
s �KIe�t� � ~Ke�T

� �diag�KIe�t�	�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	 � tr

�
�KIe�t�

� ~Ke�Csexe
T
xC

T
s

I2

I2

" #
� ��KIe�t� � ~Ke�diag�KIe�t�	T

�
(B3)

Because tr�AB	 � tr�BA	,

_V�ex;KIe; t� � eTx �As � Bs
~KeCs�TPex � eTxC

T
sK

T
pe�t�BT

sPex

� eTxC
T
s �KIe�t� � ~Ke�TBT

sPex � x
Ts �A
s �As�TPex
� eTxP�As � Bs

~KeCs�ex � eTxPBsKpe�t�Csex

� eTxPBs�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csex � eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � eTx _Pex

� tr�� I2 I2 	Csexe
T
xC

T
s �KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	

� tr

�
�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csexe

T
xC

T
s

I2

I2

" #�

� 2� tr�diag�KIe�t�	�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	 (B4)

Using the ASP conditions (70) and (71) yields

_V�ex;KIe; t� � �eTxCT
sK

T
pe�t�� I2 I2 	Csex � eTxC

T
s �KIe�t�

� ~Ke�T �I2 I2 	Csex � x
Ts �A
s �As�TPex

� eTxC
T
s

I2

I2

" #
Kpe�t�Csex � eTxC

T
s

I2

I2

" #
�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csex

� eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � eTxQex

� tr�� I2 I2 	Csexe
T
xC

T
s �KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	

� tr

"
�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csexe

T
xC

T
s

I2

I2

" ##

� 2� tr�diag�KIe�t�	�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	 (B5)

Because of the trace properties and the diagonal form of both error
and gain matrices, the following equation is obtained:

_V�ex;KIe; t� � �eTxCT
sK

T
pe�t�� I2 I2 	Csex � eTxC

T
s �KIe�t�

� ~Ke�T �I2 I2 	Csex � x
Ts �A
s �As�TPex

� eTxC
T
s

I2

I2

" #
Kpe�t�Csex � eTxC

T
s

I2

I2

" #
�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csex

� eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � eTxQex � eTxC
T
s �KIe�t�

� ~Ke�T �I2 I2 	Csex � eTxC
T
s

I2

I2

" #
�KIe�t� � ~Ke�Csex

� 2� tr�diag�KIe�t�	�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	 (B6)

Cancelling equal terms gives

_V�ex;KIe; t� � �eTxCT
s

�
KT
pe�t�� I2 I2 	 �

I2

I2

" #
Kpe�t�

�
Csex

� 2eTxP�A
s �As�x
s � eTxQex � 2� tr�diag�KIe�t�	�KIe�t�

� ~Ke�T 	 (B7)
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Finally, adding and subtracting 2� tr� ~Ke�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	 to the last
term gives

_V�ex;KIe; t� � �eTxQex � 2� tr��KIe�t� � ~Ke��KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	

� eTy

�
Kpe�t�� I2 I2 	 �

I2
I2

� �
Kpe�t�

�
ey � 2eTxP�A
s �As�x
s

� 2� tr� ~Ke�KIe�t� � ~Ke�T 	
(B8)
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